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Martin Category:Albums produced by Brian Jones (musician) Category:Albums produced by Jonesy Category:Albums produced by Ron Wood Category:Albums recorded at Trident Studios Category:UK Album Chart number-one albumsThe year is 1957, and the USSR has put a man into orbit around the Earth. But the man is never seen again—literally. In the decades
since then, many of the machines intended to return the Soviet cosmonaut to Earth have failed to finish their job. Now only two of them are still functional, and both are currently malfunctioning, leaving the Soviets without a working rocket to return a man from space. It’s a daunting problem. An estimated $1 billion has been spent on the rocket, and the loss of the
test flight would mean the USSR would have to throw away all of its hopes for space travel. The fate of the cosmonaut would not be known until 1982. The problem of returning a man from space is similar to the issue of reentering the Earth’s atmosphere. If the rocket misses the landing and ends up in the ocean, the Soviet cosmonaut will most likely die. If the
rocket lands safely, but the cosmonaut is still alive, it will take months, even years, to have him transported safely back to Earth. By this time, the cosmonaut will have lost years of crucial growth and will have made significant progress on his career, both in space and in the Soviet Union’s international standing
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